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Connexis Assessor Scopes of Registration
Changes to how scopes are allocated to assessors
Scopes are now being allocated out by qualification to give assessors the ability to assess full
qualifications rather than just parts of qualifications. The scope will include all unit standards from
within a qualification which have resources available.
As a rule, we are not allocating single unit standards in scopes, apart from Wheels, Rollers and Tracks, as
we are encouraging assessors to assess the full qualification for trainees in formal Training Agreements
with Connexis. If there is a requirement for elective unit standards within qualifications these need to be
identified for inclusion on your scope.
Because you will be allocated unit standards for the whole qualification and any appropriate ‘strands’ as
well, there may be a number of new unit standards that you have not assessed before, or you do not
feel confident of assessing. In this case please advise the QA team and the CSAM when they ask you to
complete the assessment and they can find another assessor to do this unit. Alternatively (and we
recommend) that you work with an experienced assessor you know that does have this unit, or your
mentor, to assess the unit together until you do feel confident.
Due to this change your scope will look different to how it did previously.

New Scope Structure
For each qualification you are allocated, it will follow a building block structure and may look like this:

Each qualification will start with a core, in this example we can see that in the Core, the domain and the
unit standards that the core of the scope covers, try and think of this as the base of the qualification:

If the expertise for a qualification is met, a specialisation may be granted. Think of this as the second
level of the structure. Any unit standards that is included relate to the qualification, however only to a
specification of that strand. You may be allocated all of the strands or only those you have expertise in.

RCC is now also registered as a strand. The RCC strand will only be allocated if you are registered as an
RCC assessor. The RCC strand is slightly different as this will be made up of unit standards that are not
included in the core strands and can only be assessed by RCC assessors.

